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Introduction  

China emerges large over the coming out strategic landscape of global politics. The rise of China as a preponderance of the 
USA is already having a significant impact across the sphere. The rapidity of China’s rising profile has surprised many though it 
should have been obvious to those following China’s economic trajectory. As China became economically powerful it was bound to 
become ambitious and assert its profile transversely the world. This is s trend that all great authorities have followed throughout 
history. China has flourished because it devotes itself to the economic enlargement while letting the US police the region and the 
world. Even as it criticized American supremacy, its organizers envision Pax Amercicana extending well into the middle of the 
present century until China becomes our middle-class society and if present tendencies continue, and then it would be the world’s 
largest economy. 
 

The breath-taking speed of china’s economic growth since 1978 has attracted worldwide attention. Alongside analyses of the 
country’s growth, the enormous rise in the living standards of the average citizen, and the impact on the world economy, 
commentators have also written on the dark side of an otherwise glittering success story , namely the plight of rural migrants working 
the hardship of state enterprise workers retrenched in the quest of higher efficiency, the absence of social security for the rural 
population and a rapid deterioration in the distribution of income within and across regions.[1] As china’s oligarchy of octogenarians 
reflected on the 40th anniversary of the People’s Republic China(PRC) on October 1 ,1989 the few remaining revolutionary leaders 
could feel proud of their record in foreign relations. At the regime’s founding Mao Zedong had declared the New China had stood up 
after the long decried ‘’Century of shame and humiliation’. His claim had indeed proved accurate. Beijing’s place in the world was by 
now firmly established and duly acknowledged by Moscow, Washington, Tokyo and others.[2] Over the last 30 years, the most 
striking feature of China’s record has been the headlong pace of economic growth. Between 1978 and 2005, China’s real GDP grew at 
an average annual rate of 9.5 percent. Before the end of the period, China had overtaken the United States as the world’s largest 
recipient of foreign capital.[3] However it is also true that any country growing so rapidly and sustainably as China is bound forces 
that would show down- if not altogether stop – the surge. The size of China’s economy, the scope of its potential and the extent of its 
likely impact further add to the significance of its consequences. The key question therefore is not the magnitude of China’s problems 
but its capacity to keep a head of them- anticipating and preempting them or resolving them when they do occur [4]. 

 
Conclusion 

Although China occupies our unique niche in the World’s political economy- Its vast population and large physical volume 
alone mark it as a powerful global presence- it is still possible to look at the Chinese experience and draw some general lessons for 
other developing countries. Most important while capital investment is crucial to growth, it becomes even more potent when 
accompanied by market-oriented reforms that introduce profits, incentives to rural enterprises and small private business. That mixture 
can unleash our productivity boom that will propel aggregate expansion. For countries with a large segment of the population under 
employed in agriculture the Chinese instance may be the specifically instructive. By encouraging the growth of rural enterprises and 
not centralizing exclusively on the urban industrial sector, China has successfully moved millions of employees of farms and into 
factories without creating an urban crisis. 
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